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Ramon “Dodo” Señeris Interment in Tanjay, Saturday, 21 Mar 2009
Here are a series of encaptioned pictures of the event and a few other selected photos.

The niche between Pa and Ma’s tomb.

Saying the rosary before the other guests arrive.

Lisa walking to the church carrying the ashes with
Nadine, Lourdes Señeris’ daughter Diane, Sandra,
and Beca’s Nonoy helping out.

Manong’s ashes at the house altar.

Tia Belay and Sandra paying respects.

Others following: Mariano, Leida, Pines, Joy, her
daughter Kryzel, Diana and Bernard.

We originally were to use the side altar, but Fr Thaddy officiated mass at the main altar. There were perhaps
about 60 people who attended: friends and neighbors, relatives, and those from Dumaguete & La Libertad.
Lisa (in white) is on center front pew flanked by Beca and Loring Tabasa (in black), Manong’s classmate.

Up front, among others is Edgar Arrieta. On next
pew is Leida, Tia Aida and Vida’s son Ron. Behind
is Susing Quinit. Partly hidden is Tutang Salva.

The remains

At rear is Migueling Diaz. On right is David Rabaya.
Behind is Leony Mira (Manong’s classmate) and sis.
Mid pew has Epion Limbaga amd Chita nee Limbaga

Making the blessing after mass

Group pose of just the immediate relatives

Leaving church en route to cemetery via car convoy
with Lisa carrying ashes and Alice beside her.

Part of the crowd in the cemetery

More of them seeking shade

Tia Aida breaking down

Sealing the tomb

From the cemetery, we had dinner at
home. It was an overflowing crowd.
Part of the Muñoz –Banogon clan.

Outside is Joel Borromeo, Edgar
Arrieta, Nonoy Torres and
Mariano Ngan.

Tito Concepcion on left

Fr Thaddy after ceremony

Flashback: Manong & Lisa in 2006
visiting Pa & Ma tomb. He now rests
in peace with them.

